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Abstract 
Grassfire method for spot matching is proposed based on similarity comparison of 

topological patterns for neighbor spots. Grassfire method is an algorithm where spot 
matching is performed as if fire spreads all around on grass. Spot matching starts from a 
seed spot pair confirmed as a matched pair of spots and spot matching spreads to the 
direction where the best matching result is produced. In this paper, the simple type of 
grassfire method where a seed spot pair is manually selected and spot matching is conducted 
under the circumstances without outlier spots is studied to examine the potential of grassfire 
method. The proposed method outperforms matching methods by random combination of 
spots in terms of speed and accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Two-dimensional electrophoresis(2-DE) is a widely used method for protein separation 
used in the field of Proteomics [1, 2]. The basic principle of electrophoresis is to move 
proteins to their positions by isoelectric point and molecular weight of protein on two-
dimensional gel. Various types of spots in shape and size are seen all over the gel after the gel 
electrophoresis is finished and the spots are separated proteins. Positions where spots are 
staying are crucial clues for identifying spots. 

It is needed to study expression, extinction and change of proteins from a certain tissue in 
protein research. Different environments make different proteins expressed in the same tissue 
and reference gel and target gel are compared to track down changes on the constitution of 
proteins. Reference gel is a standard sample of a tissue under the normal environment and 
target gel is a sample to be tested to study differential protein expression or diagnose diseases. 

Manual comparison of two gels is a very time-consuming and boring process because 
thousands of proteins are usually included in one gel. Automating analytical processes of 2-
DE is required for this reason [3]. 2-DE is a very simple experimental method but relatively 
huge variation is involved in the result. Considerable differences in the result are created even 
though the same experimental tools and the same sample are used in the same laboratory. 
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Variation of result in inter-laboratory experiments is even more increasing. Positional 
variation is the most common variation and it is one of the main causes which make it more 
challenging to automate the analytical processes. Nevertheless, many tries to solve these 
problems have been made and many methods have been proposed as the result.  Analytical 
processes of 2DE are categorized into two stages. One is “spot detection” where spots and 
background are distinguished from digitalized gel image and the other is “spot matching” 
where spots from reference gel correspond to spots from target gel if two spots are the same 
protein. 

For spot matching, earlier techniques require extensive user involvement, especially in 
initial spot pairing (GELLAB [4, 5]). Various transform functions are used as a basis for spot 
matching, among the most popular are piecewise bilinear mapping [6-8], Delaunay 
triangulation [9-12], and radial basis functions [13, 14]. Most of these transform functions 
rely on pertinent assumptions that are not satisfied by actual gel images. Among the most 
common problems are spot overlapping, light spot handling, and noise. 

In this paper, a new method for spot matching is proposed based on similarity comparison 
of topological patterns for neighbor spots [15]. The idea of the proposed method is from the 
way grass fire spreads all around. A pair of spots from reference gel and target gel is selected 
as a location of ignition where fire starts or matching starts and matching is performed as if 
fire spreads all around grass. 
 
2. Definition 

Spot matching starts with two sets of 2D points, P={p1, p2, …, pm} and Q={q1, q2,…,qn} 
where centroids of spots from reference gel image pi=(xi, yi) and centroids of spots from 
target gel image qj=(xj, yj). Spot matching is to find the maximum set of one to one matching 
pairs between P and Q, M={(pi1, qj1), (pi2, qj2), …, (pil, qjl)} where pil∈P, qjl∈Q, m≠n, 
l≤min(m, n). 

In thesis [15], two sets of neighbor spots for two spots to be matched are defined and 
topological patterns formed by them are compared to determine whether the two spot 
correspond to each other. It is very important which graph must be applied in a set of spots 
because it directly affects the definition of neighbor spots, which means different graphs 
define different neighbor spots. Figure 1 presents an example where 3-NNG is applied to a set 
of spots, set V. Modified 3-NNG is used here so that edges can be bi-directed. A graph is 
defined by a set of spots and a set of edges between vertexes and it can be notated as formula 
(1), (2) and (3). 

 

Figure 1. Example of a Graph with Three Neighbor Nodes(3-NNG) 

}5,4,3,2,1{=V                                                                (1) 
 

)}4,5(),3,5(),1,5(),5,4(),3,4(),2,4(),1,4(

),4,3(),2,3(),1,3(),4,2(),3,2(),1,2(),5,1(),4,1(),3,1(),2,1{(=E
                                    (2) 

 
),( EVG =                                                                    (3) 
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Edges between spots are created by the definition of a graph after it is applied to a set of 
spots. Neighbor spots are defined by whether there is an edge between two spots. Spot v has 
spot u as a neighbor spot if an edge exists between v and u and the definition of neighbor spot 
is notated as formula (4). The number of neighbor spots for spot v is called "degree of spot v" 
and it is notated as formula (5). "N" in the notation "NG(v)" is the first letter of the word 
"Neighbor" and subscript "G" is the name of graph to be applied. The name of graph must be 
specified because the definition of neighbor spots depends heavily on the graph theory. 

 
}|{)( EvuuvNG ∈=                                                         (4) 

 
|)(|)(deg vNv GG =                                                          (5) 

 
In Figure 1, neighbor spots for spot 5 are as formula (6) and the degree of spot 5 is as 

formula (7) 
}4,3,1{)5(3 =−NNGN                                                          (6) 

 
3|)5(|)5(deg 33 == −− NNGNNG N                                               (7) 

 
There are many graph theories but Delaunay triangulation, Gabriel graph, relative neighbor 

graph and k-NNG are frequently used for spot matching problems. In this paper, 5-NNG is 
used for the definition of neighbor spot based on thesis [16]. 
 
3. Spot Matching using Grassfire Method 
 
3.1. Topological Transform of Neighbor Spots 

In Figure 2, correspondence test between spot pi from reference gel and spot qj from target 
gel is performed by evaluating similarity of topologies formed by neighbor spots of pi, N5-

NNG(pi) and neighbor spots of qj, N5-NNG(qj)[15]. Topological comparison of neighbor spots is 
made not by superimposing two central spots (pi, qj) but by transforming coordinates of 
neighbor spots of qj considering translation, scale and rotation parameters to neighbor spots of 
pi so that the same conditions of comparison are applied to both topologies. 
 

 
Figure 2. Spot Matching using Topological Comparison of Neighbor Spots 

Two pairs of spots are needed to calculate similarity transform parameters; translation, 
scale and rotation. One is selected from a pair of central spots (pi, qj) by assuming they 
correspond to each other because the spots are being tested for whether they are in the 
relationship of correspondence. It is called “central spot pair” (CSP). The other is selected 
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among matched pairs of neighbor spots. All the possible combination of neighbor spots, 
PC={(npi, nqj) | npi∈N5-NNG(pi), nqj∈N5-NNG(qj)} are tested because matching neighbor spots is 
not performed and correspondence of neighbor spots is not known yet. The pair with the 
highest similarity is finally selected as pivot spot pair (PSP) among them. PSP is a very 
important pair because it is used with CSP for calculating similarity transform parameters. 

PSP is usually selected among pairs which are actually in the corresponding relationship 
among PC and the matched pair of neighbor spots which produces the highest similarity in 
topological comparison is determined as PSP. Pairs which are not in the corresponding 
relationship among PC can be filtered easily and quickly by limiting rotation parameter below 
15 degrees because severe rotation never happens in 2-DE. 

After two pairs CSP=(pc,qc), PSP=(pp, qp) for getting similarity parameters are determined, 
formula (8) and formula (9) are used respectively for calculating scale parameter s and 
rotation parameter θ. Spots of CSP and PSP are centroids of spots on two dimensional plane 
and can be presented as pc=(xpc, ypc), qc=(xqc, yqc), pp=(xpp, ypp) and qp=(xqp, yqp). 
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Transformed coordinates of neighbor spots of qj are obtained using formula (10) by 

assigning s and θ from formula (8) and formula (9). These transformed coordinates are the 
result of making neighbor spots of qj move to their best positions for topological comparison.  
 
3.2. Evaluation of similarity for topological patterns of neighbor spots 

Topological pattern in point matching problem means a topology formed by a set of 
neighbor spots. Similarity of topological patterns for two central spots can be used in spot 
matching. There are many methods in evaluating similarity of topological patterns and 
Hausdorff distance is the most popular method. Hausdorff distance can be formulated as in 
formula (11). Matched pairs of neighbor spots are found and Euclidean distances between two 
spots from the matched pairs are calculated respectively. Hausdorff distance is the maximum 
distance among them. 

 

)(),(,

))),(((minmax),(

55 jNNGiNNG

iiNQnqiNPnpi
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==
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                                   (11) 

 
Matched pairs of neighbor spots are acquired by generating all of the possible combination 

PC’={(npi, nq’j) | npi∈N5-NNG(pi), nq’j∈similarity_transform(N5-NNG(qj), s, θ, pc) and getting 
Euclidean distances for them. Pairs whose distance is the shortest are selected as matched 
pairs one by one. It should be noted that neighbor spots of qj are not original ones but ones 
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transformed by similarity transform. Two spots from one matched pair cannot correspond to 
other spots any more once they are matched because spot matching in 2-DE is one to one 
matching. It shows how to get matched pairs of neighbor spots and Hausdorff distance. 

Comparison of Hausdorff distances for spot matching is valid under the same scale factor. 
If the scale factors are different, Hausdorff distances must be normalized to make a fair 
comparison as in formula (12) [15]. Unmatched spots can exist in matching of neighbor spots 
because degrees of pi and qj might be different. The problem is that normalized Hausdorff 
distances (NHD) cannot be a correct criterion for comparison of similarity when unmatched 
spots are more than the number of matched pairs. NHD is the maximum distance among those 
of matched pairs for neighbor spots and it might be very short by chance under the 
circumstances of many unmatched spots. Therefore, three factors; the number of matched 
pairs (NOMP), the number of unmatched spots (NOUS) and NHD must be considered 
together with the priority order of NOMP, NOUS and NHD [15]. 
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3.3. Grassfire Method 

Once how to compare topological patterns of neighbor spots is settled, spot matching can 
be performed with all of the possible combination of central spots, (pi, qj) as in matching of 
neighbor spots. The only difference is that Euclidean distance is a measure for matching of 
neighbor spots and similarity is for matching of central spots. However, matching methods by 
random combination have computational burden and higher similarity in some randomly 
combined pairs might be produced than that of real matched pair in rare cases.  

In this paper, grassfire method is proposed to solve the two problems. The Idea of grassfire 
method is from the way fire spreads all around on grass after fire starts at the center. 
Matching is performed as fire spreads in all directions from one location. One matched pair is 
needed as a location of ignition where matching starts. It is named “seed spot pair (SSP)”. 
One of advantages in grassfire method is that previous result of matching can be used as a 
hint for next stage of matching and it helps the algorithm produce more accurate result in a 
shorter time than matching methods by random combination. 

There are two key issues in grassfire method. One is how to determine SSP and the other is 
which direction to make fire spread. First, SSP can be found manually or automatically. Many 
theses on landmark spot can be referred for the automated selection of SSP. Secondly the 
direction of matching is a hot issue where many methods can be considered. It means there is 
a lot of room for studying. This paper tests a method where SSP is selected manually and fire 
spreads in the direction of the best result of matching to examine the usability of grassfire 
method.  
 
4. Experiment and Results 

In 2-DE, spot detection must be preceded before spot matching. Centroids of spots 
obtained from the stage of spot detection are very important information for spot detection. 
The stage of spot detection is omitted for objective evaluation of grassfire method as spot 
matching because spot detection is error-prone and it affects spot matching to a great extent. 
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In the experiment, data set from the web site1 is used. This set has 128 pairs of gels and each 
gel has approximately 22 manually matched pairs of spots. A text file named "landmark.tbl" 
can be downloaded from the web site and matching information of spots between reference 
gel and target gel is shown as in Figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3. Format of Landmark.tbl 

The file "landmark.tbl" has information in one piece on 128 pairs of gels and 128 files are 
separated from it. Each gel pair has one-to-one matched pairs and there is no outlier. The 
Same spot numbers are assigned for two spots of a matched pair and matching can be checked 
right if two matched spots have the same spot number. The program language perl is used to 
implement the proposed algorithm and python with turtle graph library is used to visualize the 
matching results. Matched pair number 1 is designated as SPP for all of 128 gel pairs. 

Table 1. Summary of Experimental Results 

       Measures                  Values 
Total number of gel pairs 128 
Total number of spot pairs 2,763 
Number of detected spot pairs 2,762 
Detection rate 99.96% 
Matching accuracy 100% 

 
Table 1 shows that 2,762 pairs are detected as matched pairs among 2,763 of total number 

of pairs. Detection rate and matching accuracy are 99.96% and 100%, respectively. The 
detection rate means total number of detected pairs including false positive and true positive 
divided by 2,763 of total number of matched pairs. Matching accuracy means a rate of the 
number of right matched pairs among the detected pairs.  
 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper, grassfire method is proposed and it shows better performance in speed and 
accuracy than that of the previous research [15]. Previous results of matching are used as a 
guide or a hint for the next stage of matching and it enables the proposed method to produce 
more reliable result very quickly. Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms methods by 
                                                           
1 http://www.lecb.ncnifcrf.gov/2DgelDataSets 
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random combination of pairs because directions where fire spreads or matching is performed 
are determined toward the best result of matching. Grassfire method is tested under 
circumstance without outlier spots in this paper but it is expected to present excellent 
performance in the case of spot matching with outlier spots. The future work will be to 
elaborate on grassfire method to work well in spot matching with outlier spots.  
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